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ABSTRACT
Kids are increasingly plagued by what Richard Louv calls
Nature Deficit Disorder; the litany of physical and mental
health problems that result from lack of free play in nature.
Wild Things is a modular toy system designed to inspire
children to engage in nature play. It’s reconfigurability allows it
to vary it’s form to match the variety of natural forms.
Made of recycled sail material and shaped like a balloon
seed pod, the central spheroid acts as a hub for a plethora
of smaller forms that can be attached to it or each other
via simple velcro straps. The abstract forms are designed
to provoke curiosity, while providing as wide a range of play
activity as possible.
Play centers around the unexpected in order to build kids’
full-body dexterity through improvisational movement. Dexterity
builds creativity, as does the possibility of creating a new toy
every play session. Adapting Wild Things to a new environment
is a fun exercise in itself. Rewild the backyard, the woods, or
the city park, and your kids will follow!
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The Wild Things
temporarily
tamed for display,

and in their preferred
habitat.
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as a living fractal

climb
body hanging lateral
the first branch is always the
hardest
run
jump with the left foot, push
off the trunk with the right
to grab it with both hands
i hold with my arms vertical
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feet braced against the bark
of the trunk

up and over and
upright
i sit and grab a higher
branch

walking my feet higher until

a web of branches
holding leaves
seeking sunlight
that breathed itself
up from the ground

they lever to thrust me

burn everywhere
to make the world a
deadly greenhouse
their breath in

to stand
my legs one at a time hook
over a nearby branch

the air we breathe
out

out of a seed
their breath out

i am in the tree now
soil built flesh

our breath in

it unfolds around me
sunlight food

air for our burning 11

bodies
mine which is heated with
exertion

two inches of
diameter
enough cellulose
fibers

long thin bundles of
reaches up for the nearest straws
branch
judging it’s thickness to
support the weight of my
whole structure

what we call wood
when we have killed it

branches seeking
unclaimed sun
for the leaves to
eat
cold wind gently
rocks the top

i am as high as i can go
both hands brace my
upper body
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when glancing at thin
branches above

i stand in the v where two probably near the
limbs
median lethal distance
for a fall
separate or meet

i sway with the
tree

the fork

flexible and strong
bones and all

from my feeling of risk

an oak

adrenaline courses

only three branchings
from twigs
and then sky

but i feel strange
comfort
available only
here
where our
ancestors
ancestors grew our
hands
to grasp
many surely have
climbed before me
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in the years

brief test of strength

then hanging arms
measured in hundreds seek new purchase
this being has been
here
my foot seeks the
nearest strong branch

drop feet again
until the final branch

swing
and
drop
like leaves, fruit, or
small branches i may
have broken

trickier than the first
along the way

below

where i feel relief
but also a strange sadness
that i am bound once again
to walk

climb

instead of

pull swing flex
to the ground

stepping down
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arms shoulders rotate
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I have been climbing a tree every week for research.
In fact, this research has been more important than any of the
books or articles I read.
Active research is a key part of my process. By that I usually
mean play. If I am going to design toys for nature play, I need to
engage in nature play myself to understand it. This one-to-one
bodily empathy through direct experience is a key ingredient of
good design. There is much insight to be gained from talking to
people, but doing the task yourself is essential. In this case, this
meant climbing trees, hopping on rocks, and playful urban and
urban wilderness exploration around Providence. While nature play
has always been a big part of my life, engaging in it systematically
for research is different.
Understanding a tree as a visual object, part of your everyday
environment, something you walk past on the street or in the park,
is entirely different from climbing it.
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Climbing a tree is a visceral, full-bodymind activity.
Of particular importance are proprioception, your sense of bodily
position in the environment, and the vestibular system, your inner
ear’s gyroscope which is used to detect head tilt in all 3 planes.
Your muscles stretch sensors engage as you reach, hang, and pull.
The wind rustling through the leaves helps you locate yourself in
the bewildering fractal volume created by the patterns of branching
growth determined by the cycles of seasons and decades of changing
rain, wind, and soil.
And as a phenomenal experience, climbing is primal, beautiful, and
innately pleasurable. It has been, and always will be, a part of human
childhood play.
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the tallest tree I climbed, a mighty oak that overlooks the
Providence River. oaks live hundreds of years, so it was possibly
here before the colonial genocide began.
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Playtest
Process
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My first playtest was with 4 children,
ages 5, 8, 9, and 11. No instructions
on how to play were given. I couldn’t
record images so I took notes, making
drawings representing play actions
and who did them (by age). I turned
these sketches into a drawing.

Arrows indicate direction of motion, numbers the participant (by
age) in the play action.
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My second playtest
was recorded on
video, and had two
of the same kids
from the first. I asked
questions afterwards
to get feedback. Most
importantly, I was told
the second smaller
prototype was the
right size.
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Cooperative
play builds
collective
intelligence
and
results in
more dynamic
movements
that build
dexterity
faster.
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Generated from my research and playtesting, these design principles
helped guide my decisions throughout the rest of the process.
Variety - Maximize the variety of forms, textures, and haptic
interactions.
Variability - Maximize the variability of individual pieces, using
continuous curvature, procedural generation, and multiple/composite
materials.
Unpredictability - Movement of the object should be unpredictable,
and forms should not have obvious interactions.
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The jabber is a lathe-turned piece of cherry wood that
functions as a playing stick for moving the toys by thrusting,
swinging, and throwing by sticking it through the webbing loops.

Modularity - Maximize the quality of interactions between pieces, then
maximize quantity if possible.
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As Russian physiologist and studier of human movement Nikolai
Bernstein noted, human dexterity is part of a long and intricate
dance of life in motion.
The monkeys and apes who are our family learned long before
we existed how to grasp a branch properly, how to swing through
the canopy, slide down a trunk, and rest in a fork between two
limbs.
And first, of course, the trees had to learn to grow themselves,
turning a seed, CO2, water, and soil minerals into a supporting
structure for further photosynthesis. Breathing out oxygen into
the atmosphere we breathe in.

One of my goals is to build children’s dexterity through my toy’s design.
Bernstein defines dexterity fully on page 228 of his classic book Dexterity
and It’s Development:
“Dexterity is the ability to find a motor solution for any external situation,
that is, to adequately solve any emerging motor problem
Correctly (i.e., adequately and accurately),
		
Quickly (with respect to both the decision making and achieving
a correct result),
			
Rationally (i.e. expediently and economically), and
				
Resourcefully (i.e., quick-wittedly and initiatively).”
As Bernstein says, “dexterity is exercisable…Dexterity accumulates with
motor experience” (232)
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He denotes a bewildering variety of types of dexterity and associated
actions:
“It is possible to be dexterous in any sport; dexterity is required in all
types of wrestling; one can be dexterous in any professional skill; finally, one
can dexterously dress, button, brush hair, launder, and peel cucumbers. In
each of these actions, from the most refined to the very common, dexterity
is nurtured and better exercised when more deliberate variations and
unexpected obstacles take place.” (233, emphasis mine)
This is one of the great benefits of free play in nature, as a variety of
movements builds better motor skills than responding to static, unchanging
playground structures or hard plastic toys. By promoting nature play I am
already starting from a good spot, but I also want my toy to provide dexterity
on it’s own. And resist reducing the dexterity of play it provides in cooperation
with nature.
For this reason I have focused on the idea of improvisational response to
unexpected motion. This means providing that unexpected motion through
physical form.
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Modularity helps build dexterity
by allowing for novel combinations
and thus novel motions.
Connecting multiple forms using
webbing straps creates complex
dynamics through interaction
between all of their flexible
components at once: swinging,
stretching, smooshing, bouncing,
etc.
But each of the forms need to
be dynamic and unusual on their
own. My first prototype was, after
all, too much “just a ball”. My
search for not-a-ball forms was
long and complex, but ended up
being a union of mathematics and
nature: 3D geometry, nature play
observations, and sketching and
photographing seedpods, bones,
and other forms from RISD’s
incredible Nature Lab specimen
collection.
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Form-finding Process
The final form of the main Wild Thing was inspired
by the balloon seed pod as well as the most efficient
mathematical shape for covering a sphere (with the yoga
ball as the covered sphere).
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I used a template
to trace the
mathematical form
onto the sail fabric
and cut it out.
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Rolling Unpredictably
In my search for not-a-ball, I used 3d printed PCrocks to make forms that rolled.
After a talk with my dad (an experimental physicist) about rolling physics, and testing out
an educational toy that rolls randomly using a spinning weight, I decided to make a unevenly
weighted rock. In this case, by setting the print settings to progressively fill, the rock goes
from 0% infill (internal structure), to 100% at the other hand.
Netops the snake provided an interesting
subject for observation, climbing in non-human
animals. I set him out on various branches to
see which direction he would go. Impressively,
despite his extremely
poor eyesight, Netops nearly always slithered
to the nearest supporting structure.
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It rolled in a weird, and unpredictable (increased because the weight is internal and not
visible) fashion!
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I also tested surface textures
by putting a cover on a Sphero
robot, a sort of controllable
plastic ball that uses the same
principle of spinning weights as
the educational toy, but this time
controlled by the user. This also
worked surprisingly well…
Final forms of all 11 Wild Things
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv
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Design
In
52

		 Crisis

We live in accelerating crisis. The crisis
of global capitalist political-economy is
wildfires, earthquakes, droughts, and
hurricanes.
Climate chaos, the sixth extinction, and
peak oil all spell near-term doom for
civilization, possible human extinction,
and certain displacement and starvation
of billions. The great unraveling has
begun.
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Industrial design is design for the
industrial mode of production. This
mode of production is a core part of
a capitalist political-economy that is
producing the crisis.
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There is no ethical production or
consumption under capitalism.
Being an ethical designer is
likewise impossible, when every
company is unethical by nature.
Producing objects with sustainable
materials while exploiting workers
is not sustainability.
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Sustainability that can only be
afforded by the rich is worthless. Not
just because they are parasites whose
carbon footprint is many multiples of
even the hyperconsumptive “average
American”. It is worthless at it’s core
because it is focused on
the market,
		 the individual, and
				manufactured desires.
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This toy is designed to tear up the Earth. Construction or destruction?
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The most
sustainable
object is not
to produce an
object at all.
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Or better yet, to destroy the
industrial system that is producing
these worthless trinkets in the first
place.
But merely destroying infrastructure
is not enough. These can be rebuilt.
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		 Capitalist
‘culture’ 												must be
														de		
																		 stroyed.
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The values, actions, and beliefs that
sustain this broken system will keep
regenerating the machinery of ecocidal
destruction until they themselves have
been transformed. These values rest on
a broken ontology.
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A fundamental misunderstanding
of the world is at the heart of
capitalism’s ecocidal relations. And
this misunderstanding, as long as it is
reproduced, will reproduce the same
broken system.
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That core problems at the heart of
the modern worldview are based on
the requirements of a 17th century
mathematicians proof of the existence
of God seems absurd. But Descarte’s
separation of Mind from Body is just that.
It was also required to make moral the
vivisection of animals, which he himself
engaged in. Because they lack Minds
to feel pain and thus souls, it is morally
justified to dissect them while still alive.
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This original division is what produces
the binary of Man & Nature
(into which are lumped women, slaves,
the colonized) that feeds into all the rest.
Because ontology is foundational to
the rest of the system of a philosophy,
these errors infiltrate every crevice of
modern culture and are magnified by
their omnipresence. These ontologies
are embedded in the objects we use and
produce.
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These divisions were so
productive for social control and
the domination of extra-human
nature for the heteropatriarchal
colonial capitalist system that
we are still caught in the sticky
strands of their intersecting
web today. But the history of
resistance is also the history of
counter-ontologies and cultural
survival.
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A wild,
collective, &
decolonial struggle for liberating
75

liberating our
bodyminds and
reconnecting
76

with
		 eachother
&
regenerating
			ecologies
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Beyon
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A movement towards dance,
rest, and play
81

& away from the
chair, the car, and
the prison.

Building a unifying leftist politics
capable of sustainable everyday
revolutions will mean weaving
together these stories and creating
a new positive vision of the future,
an ontology of liberation.
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The production of
objects can only
become ethical as part
of this destruction and
regeneration of cultures.
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THEMES
Play - fundamental to fun & pleasure, child development, and
maybe the universe. Can we create sustainable play, which engages
children’s bodyminds with wild nature, to shift culture towards a
just and ecologically regenerative political-economy?
More-Than-Human Nature - Creating toys that improve contact
with nature to combat nature deficit disorder in kids.
Full-body Movement - Health and physical abilities, embodied
cognition, and dexterity are all enabled by this type of play.
Toys - Objects for play. How can I use materiality, form, texture,
and physical dynamics to create something engaging and intuitive
but also deep and confusing?
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Physiology Bernstein, a Russian physiologist, outlines the evolutionary
biology of movement and how humans specifically developed
more complex brain areas for control and sensing. He defines
dexterity as movement that is quick, correct, rational, and
resourceful in solving unexpected motor problems. This is
linked to creativity as well as overall motor development, and
helps provide me with design criteria for compelling full-body
play.
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Sociology/Environmental Studies Richard Louv makes a compelling case for the idea of nature
deficit disorder, a fundamental shift in the quality and quantity of
kids contact with nature.
Over the last several decades it has led to health, behavior,
emotional, and cognitive problems and can be directly linked
to capitalist exploitation of the environment, the shift from
agricultural labor to urban industry, and the decline in funding
and rise in standardized testing in industrial models of education.

Child Development -

From studying general theories of child development, I learned
that all these theories are theories of mind.
Vygotsky particularly appeals to me, and his theories about
language development and learning as a dynamic process are
compatible with the early childhood education and play-based
learning educators I have been speaking to.

It also hampers conservation efforts, and he suggests a variety
of ways to combat it.
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Philosophy/Neuroscience The so-called 4E framework/embodied cognition is my theory
of mindbody. This framework is radically different from traditional
models and calls for extended study of how human cognition is:
Embodied - involving more than the brain, including a more general
involvement of bodily structures and processes.
Embedded - functioning only in a related external environment.
Enacted - involving not only neural processes, but also things an
organism does.
Extended - into the organism’s environment.
& my addition, Eusocial - intersubjectivity, collective intelligence,
and culture form mindbodies. Individual intelligence is a myth, from
before birth we are enmeshed in a social cosmos with human and
94more-than-human nature.

Claims
Nature play is good for kids’ development of dexterity
& connection to nature
Dexterity leads to creativity
Connection to nature affects a person’s politics
towards the environment
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Aims
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Collaborators and Audience

Fun! - it turns out that all this research can actually
create something that brings joy to kids.

I am working with and for the rocks, the trees, the wind,
and the water.

Develop Dexterity - actions afforded by the toy
prompt kids to move in ways that develop dexterity.
Engagement with nature - it may be harder to
motivate this then I think.

I am creating for parents & children who are interested in
outdoor play. My goal is to create a toy that functions in the
built and wild environments. It should be accessible to play
with in parks and other urban nature, as well as forests,
boulder fields, and prairies.
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What if ‘we’
is not merely
“us” but also
“them”.
98

This inclusive expansion of the self into
the world is not just more philosophically
and scientifically accurate. It also
challenges basic notions of private
property, what it means to be human,
and how we must live.
It might be necessary to liberate
children from an adultizing process that
kills this in them if it severs a connection
necessary for an ecological harmonious
way of life.
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Any theory of child
development is
also a theory of
mindbody.
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Any ontology entails a certain
theory of mindbody as well as
consciousness. I am inspired by
the recent focus on embodiment
in philosophy, although I find the
term has it’s own ridiculous bias
(Imagine an “enminded” body).
Enacted, embodied, extended,
embedded. These “4 Es” are
guidelines for any theory of
mindbody to be taken seriously.
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prec·e·dent
noun
an earlier event or action
that is regarded as an
example or guide to be
considered in subsequent
similar
		
circumstances.
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My uncle Michael
Rubel built a castle
that is on the national
Register of Historic
Places as a “folk art
monument”.
He was always building forts as a
kid as part of play. As his creations
got taller, the neighborhood moms
demanded he install a fire escape,
which he did.
CLICK FOR A TOUR
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Built from local rock, cement, and found objects including
thousands of wine bottles, a motorcycle, and a never-installed bank
clock he shipped by train from the east coast, it is certainly an
example of what we now call sustainable design.
And he threw big parties (where do you think he got the wine
bottles?) and had all his friends (and my mother and her siblings)
help build it. So add community design to the mix.
And despite the motto of safety third, there was never a serious
accident. It features a model train, rope swing, blacksmith & printing
shops, historic car/tractor collection, and the old dancehall where
my great-grandma danced during Hollywoods roaring 20s.
Today it is maintained by the Glendora Historical Society (including
some of his old friends, and is frequently toured by request or as
part of school field trips. I used to sleep in the big red caboose...
106
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Some arbitrary ranking
system I came up with
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Anji play is a radical new approach to early childhood education (36?) based in Anji Province in China. Anji Play is fundamentally based
on 2 things: free play and reflection. Free play is supported by a variety
of interesting play materials (design!) and the collective of children.
Reflection uses video, writing, drawing, discussion to create feedback
between and within teachers and children.

True play is deep and uninterrupted engagement
in the activity of one’s own choice.

“Anji Play is currently the comprehensive, full-day curriculum of 130
public schools in Anji, serving 14,000 children ages 3-6. It is also the
basis for public pilot and demonstration programs in every county in
Zhejiang Province, and every province in China.”

True Play is most frequently characterized by
observable experiences of risk, joy and deep
engagement. This is the deepest manifestation of
learning, growth and development.

http://www.anjiplay.com/guide
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“True Play Statement

True Play flourishes in places of love where the
materials, environments and decision-making
attend to the needs and differences of the
individual and the group.
111

There is tie-in here to UN Rights of the Child (worth quoting in thesis
book)

When given space to reflect, those who
experience True Play and those who take part in
deep and engaged observation of True Play will
create ecologies that prioritize the understanding
of learning and development in their respective
communities.
Educators and policy-makers committed to True
Play protect the child’s right to experiences of
True Play, and make True Play a priority in their
decision-making about education.”
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Was founded by Ms. Cheng Xueqin, a child educator and educational
researcher, after lots of research (there was a program to develop new
pedagogy). She spoke at a conference I attended this past summer on
progressive/play-based education and was very insightful.
One question is how this radical approach fits into the rest of the
educational experience in China. Another is how this approach might
extend upwards/everywhere at different educational levels and be
spread/funded/replace the current garbage approach.
Part of a broader movement of play-based or play-centered
education… Reggio Emilia in Italy is a similar approach (also founded by
socialists/communists, there’s a pattern here?). I also want to look into
the project’s background/research that lead to the approach, and also
what play materials they use (talk to Cas about this!).
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Rock Hopping
Hopping from rock to rock as fast as possible
without falling.
This is a play activity that I still enjoy tremendously
that began in my childhood.
Rocky Nook Park in Santa Barbara, CA is where
I first remember doing this. It is a small creekbed
with low water levels and lots of small & medium
sized rocks. Other play places include rocks by the
sea, boulder fields, and parks/city areas with evenly
spaced posts/rocks/stones.
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Rock hopping is centered on full-body movement and is an intrinsically
progressive achievement. Every completed jump is a success in itself
while contributing towards the whole journey down the creek/across
the boulder field. Failure isn’t punishing and you can quit anytime.
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Flow is defined by Csikszentmihalyi:
Hoppers choose their own
speed, thereby choosing the
difficulty of their movement
task. This dynamic difficulty
results in a state of flow,
where difficulty just matches
capability.
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“In positive psychology, a flow state,
also known colloquially as being in
the zone, is the mental state in which
a person performing some activity is
fully immersed in a feeling of energized
focus, full involvement, and enjoyment
in the process of the activity. In essence,
flow is characterized by the complete
absorption in what one does, and a
resulting transformation in one’s sense
of time.”
119
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Model For A Qualitative Society
- Palle Nielsen 1968
A playground installed inside
the Swedish Museum of Modern
Art. Open to children and filled to
capacity every day of it’s run.
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Why it’s fun:
Excitement/transgression of
taking over “adult” institution. Fun
of building, jumping, climbing, etc.
together.
Play qualities:
Creative play (painting, etc.),
performance (masks of world
leaders), proprioceptive (foam
jumping pits, slides, other structures)
126

Material Sustainability:
Mostly made of wood, but also
some foam/plastic, so not great.
Environment:
Takeover of urban/white space
of the art gallery, but no real
outdoors spaces/play.
127

Questions:
Would the equivalent action even be
legal nowadays? How are the utopian
aspirations of this project relevant to
today?
Relevance:
Activism on behalf of children, also
directly seeking societal change
through exemplifying/enacting
the desired change (model for a
qualitative, not quantitative society)
128
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Sand Toy Kits
These classic child-safe beach
tools provide kids with hours of
fun building sand castles, canals,
etc.
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Why it’s fun:
It supports/encourages sand play.
Sand is uniquely positioned between solid and liquid, it’s easy
mutability both for digging, throwing, scooping, pushing, running. It also
just feels interesting (haptics) to walk/lie on (warm) and is often right
next to the ocean (beautiful, usually). Water flows, splashes, gets things
wet, is cool, etc.
Play qualities:
There’s no wrong way to play with sand/water. They allow for a variety
of play, drawing, sculpting/building, burying, digging, etc. The bucket
extends the childs ability to move and carry sand and teaches about
containers/carrying. The shovel teaches tool use (handles/leverage/
etc.) and makes it easier to build/dig/move sand. The two work
together as well.
131

Material Sustainability:
Plastic (PolyPropylene in this case) is durable and if well
made doesn’t break, but often contributes to landfill/ocean
waste. Many cheaply made versions of this toy break frequently
(especially the buckets which crack).
Environment:
Sand play connects you to the beach, but could also take place
in a playground/sandbox in urban context or digging in soft clay/
dirt (river/forest/grassland/desert). In that case, sand is at least
a “wild” natural material that is frequently encountered in the
world, so you are learning about something worthwhile. Also
learning physics/engineering with building/digging. Direct/hands
on and good haptic qualities (more from sand than tools?).
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Questions:
I played with these sometimes, but mostly
just used my hands to dig/scoop/etc. Do
these tools really add that much to the child’s
abilities? Do they improve the experience or
merely change it?
Do we need “safe” kid’s tools instead of
simply gardening trowel/etc. or small real
shovels (what age is this “safe”?)
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Relevance:
Existing and popular outdoor play toy that
connects to “wild” materials, sand/water, and
their environment (beach, desert, playground,
sandbox).

S

D
E
L
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Why it’s fun:
Gravity, speed, motor skill of turning/steering/
leaning the sled properly. Very safe for how fast
you can go. Snow softens impact and reduces
failure punishment.
Play qualities:
Repetitive learning process, try and try again to
make the perfect run. Setup time in between is
good exercise (walking back up the hill). Allows
for social play (2 on a sled works usually) and
competition (racing/distance).
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Material Sustainability:
Plastic is durable and if well made doesn’t
break, but often contributes to landfill/ocean
waste. Many cheaply made versions of this toy
break frequently due to harsh forces they are
subjected to. Can be made with wood or wood
& metal (runners).
Environment:
Snow play can connect you to a wider variety
of places. Connects you to local geography/
landforms (hills) and usually brings about
social connections due to everyone going to
the best place(s) to sled.
137

Questions:
Limited by geography/weather, and climate
change is changing where snow falls, is a
seasonal toy like this worth making?
Are there other mobility toy opportunities or are
most opportunities already taken?
Relevance:
Existing and popular outdoor play toy that uses
snow to provide vertiginous play (speed/g-forces).
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Renate Mueller:
Therapy Toys
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Jute, leather,
cloth, stuffing
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cute

full body play

SIZE!
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Abram, David. The Spell of the Sensuous: Perception and Language in
a More-than-Human World. 1st ed, Pantheon Books, 1996.
This book uses phenomenological techniques and concepts along
with cultural anthropology and rich personal experiences to highlight the
connectedness of mindbody and extra-human nature. Since my thesis is
about creating that connection between kids and nature, this book will
be a rich source for describing the feelings and methods of achieving
this. This links into broader philosophical arguments included in Jason
Moore’s work and phenomenological ties to Brain’s Sense of Movement
and other perceptual physiology.
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Dexterity will be the focus of my pitch to parents on the abilities my examples of
nature play develop and what I will try to create with my toys.
This is a rigorous but very approachable introduction to the evolutionary biology,
kinematics, perceptual physiology, and study of movement. I will be using the definition of
dexterity here as motor wit or quickly solving unexpected movement problems.
It analyzes in detail which brain areas are being used, includes examples of climbing
a tree, and also broadly categorizes types of movements. This will help provide me with
design criteria and ways to analyze movement patterns I observe or wish to design. It will
also link to my idea of bodymind, as he connects dexterity and other “bodily” intelligences
directly to more “rational/cognitive” intelligences, and specifically creativity.
So my pitch is not just development of dexterity, but also it’s cousin creativity or quick
wit in general. The ideas here of talking and thinking as fundamentally body-actions
match up very well with Brain’s Sense of Movement and the 4E framework.
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Berthoz, A. The Brain’s Sense of Movement. Harvard University
Press, 2000. Open WorldCat, http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.2307/j.
ctt1cc2mz2.
My favorite non-fiction book, it completely changed how I
understood humanity, cognition, perception, and action. While it
focuses on proprioception, it describes very clearly how perception
is simulated action, a concept which can be linked to a more
general theory of body-mind-environment simulation as central to
consciousness and/or cognition. I may not make that grand argument
in my thesis book, but the rest of his wild examples of experiments
and from the animal world (magnetic navigation in birds, electric flow
sensors on fish, etc.) will be helpful in combination with Dexterity to
illustrate how nature moves intentionally.
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Caney, Steven, and Arielle Mather. Steven Caney’s Toy Book.
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Originally published in the 70s, a book of DIY (before
the term was popularized) toys you can make out of everyday
materials lying around your house. A wild variety of types of toys,
simple instructions for making that can sometimes be done by
kids alone, and with great photos. Part of social movements at
the time, sort of the toy version of the famous New Games Book
(I think even same publisher?). Undercurrents of sustainability
(before the word would be used at all really) due to creative
reuse of materials like tires/etc. Inspiring also because all these
toys are very cheap, and the labor kids invest to make them
increases their value to the kids. Includes some toys about
science or the outdoors, but most physically active toys are
small/haptic rather than large (outside of the tire swing).
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Activism.” Art. Play. Children. Learning., 3 Sept. 2017, https://
www.louisapenfold.com/palle-nielsen-the-model/.
The Model is a key precedent in the idea of enaction, or
enacting change. In a sense his model of a better society was
actually directly created through the play action of children.
No doubt leaving a lasting impact even if it was a temporary
exhibition. It is an example of a play environment rather than
nature play, but clearly illustrates my goals. His emphasis
on collectivity is also interesting, can relate to collective
intelligence/collaborative play as building cooperation/social
skills (social-emotional learning!). Maybe should cite whole book
but dunno if I can find it quickly.
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Expanded, Algonquin Books of Chapel Hill, 2008.
Definition of nature deficit disorder mentioned here, also
rich source for ideas about nature play.
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bortolamigallery.com/in-focus/madeline-hollander/. Accessed 28
Oct. 2020.
A big precedent for my diagrams of possibility space &
movements during play. In attempting to represent dance clearly
and elegantly, she creates beautiful art that is also a functional
score for participants and her to keep the sequences in their
heads. Representing such complex and detailed movements and
interactions is incredibly hard, so having some precedents to
study will help. Unfortunately she doesn’t really represent the built
environment or wild nature, rather more abstract space (and only
that slightly), so I will need to look to different examples for that.
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Moore, Jason W. Capitalism in the Web of Life: Ecology and the
Accumulation of Capital. 1st Edition, Verso, 2015.
Clearly articulates the philosophical issues with NatureHumanity dualism and connects these to the current ecological
crises. A sort of global-scale political-economic counterpart
to Last Child in the Woods. In understanding the poverty of
contemporary play (not just nature play), connecting it to systems
that don’t care/actively benefit from the situation is helpful. Also
useful in connecting cultural (ontological-philosophical) change
to mitigating the crises. Connects devaluing nature to capturing
value for capitalists.
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Connections to play therapy as well as body-body relations, the scale of her toys
is much larger than most ‘normal’ stuffed animals. Also valuing of handmade
craft while still connected to a long legacy in the german toy industry.
The jute material is also interesting because it’s traditionally very low value
but perfect for the application (tough/rough handling by children). Her seal toy
also contains dexterity/fine motor skills games, involving throwing a ring onto
it’s neck.
This is inspired by play therapy concerns but ultimately could be fun for any
child. Not sure on the full extent of the toy designer-therapist collaboration,
but it’s hinted at as influencing her designs heavily. May be an example of
“accessible design is just better for everyone” like OXO. Very rare/inaccessible
toys, but great photos.
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Wooden Toys. The Bard Graduate Center: Decorative Arts, Design
History, Material Culture ; Yale University Press, 2014.
Another example of craft and tradition, has wide-ranging essays
that accompanied an exhibition as well as historical examples
from a large range of toymakers. Still searching for examples/
precedents that are useful, but intrigued by woodworking history
(carving esp.) and how I might borrow techniques/aesthetics for
my thesis. Similar to another book the library has of traditional
Japanese toys. Many of the makers are parents, as before mass
manufactured toys were available many parents had to and had
the skills to DIY all their household’s toys.
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Rothstein, Bret Louis. The Shape of Difficulty: A Fan
Letter to Unruly Objects. The Pennsylvania State University
Press, 2019.
This book is about puzzles, many of which are abstract,
but contains a short section on dexterity puzzles. The
prime example exemplifies Bernstein’s definition of quick
witted motor reactions I outlined above.
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About Kids and Germs.” Wired. www.wired.
com, https://www.wired.com/story/whatforest-floor-playgrounds-teach-us-about-kidsand-germs/. Accessed 28 Oct. 2020.
Connects nature play to a larger conversation
about health and the microbiome. Most
important is the fact that kids really loved it
and so they kept the nature-floors installed.
Connects with LCITW.
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This article describes how collective intelligence can be
measured and what factors contribute to it, including diversity
of the group, number of women, etc. Can be a useful entrypoint into collective play. Most interested in collective embodied
intelligence/cognition, rather than the more abstract “mental”
tasks the researchers gave these groups. Can connect this to
my idea of expanding the Es to 5 by adding Eusocial (although
it implies cultural/social environments to some extent in
embedded).
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